TALENT MANAGEMENT IN THE LGPS : THE THREE RS
The PLSA commissioned Breaking Blue to conduct in-depth interviews with LGPS
funds and comparable private sector DB schemes to look at the challenges funds
were facing in their recruitment, resourcing and retention (the three Rs).

THE INTERSECTING 3RS
Local Authority requirements to
look internally first limits
applicant pool size
Succession planning not present

RECRUITMENT

RECRUITMENT

Loss of people to pools

PAY
FORMAL PROCESSES
FOR SUCCESSION OR
CAREER DEVELOPMENT/
PROGRESSION WERE
NOT ALWAYS PRESENT

SKILLS
RESOURCING

Skills & knowledge
need regular updating

RECRUITMENT & RETENTION
Higher turnover of junior staff

LOCATION

Recruitment time lags
from Local Authority
requirements

Getting young people to see
pensions as a viable career choice

RESOURCING

RETENTION
RETENTION
Losing staff to retirement

Within these three categories of recruitment, retention and resourcing, challenges are often linked and overlap in complex
ways. The three largest of these challenges include pay, location and skills.

There is often a distinction between what the actual outcomes of
these challenges are versus why these outcomes might be happening.
Some of these drivers are levers for change that can be influenced.

CHALLENGE 1

CHALLENGE 2

PAY
DRIVERS:
	Slow pay growth

	Insufficient clarity
may exist with HR
on the skills needed
and the value that
should be placed on
them
	L ocal Authority
restrictions on pay
bands

OUTCOMES:
	Non-competitive
with private sector
	L evel of education
& qualifications not
always reflected in
pay

CONSEQUENCE:
	High turnover of
junior staff; difficult
to recruit and retain
young people
	Culture of chasing
pay grades and
money instead of
chasing roles
	High vacancy rates,
which can impact
team performance

CHALLENGE 3

LOCATION
DRIVERS:
	Brain-drain of
talent into
urban hubs
	Potential
competition with
LGPS pools for
talent

OUTCOMES:
	Small talent pools of
potential applicants

CONSEQUENCE:
	Neighbouring
funds competing
for the same
small selection of
candidates
	Higher vacancy
rates, which can
impact team
performance
	Increased need
for external
consultants, which
can also increase
costs

STRUCTURAL
ISSUES

SKILLS
DRIVERS:

OUTCOMES:

	Specialised skill
sets required

	Retention is high at
senior levels

	K nowledge needs
constant updating

	Cannot recruit
or promote quick
enough for positions
lost to retirement

	Insufficient clarity
may exist with HR
on the skills needed
	Difficulty
demonstrating
pensions as a viable
career to young
people (YP)

	Difficult to recruit
and retain YP

DRIVERS:
	L ocal Authority
requirement to
recruit internally
first
	L ocal Authority
restrictions on pay
bands

OUTCOMES:
	Recruitment lags

CONSEQUENCE:
	L ocal Authority
requirements can
add significant time
to the recruitment
process

CONSEQUENCE:
	L osing experienced
staff to retirement
	High retention of
senior staff means
limited opps for
YP to develop and
progress
	Increased need
for external
consultants, which
can also increase
costs

The policy implications of these challenges and drivers, and the potential solutions to mitigate them through current
examples of best practice, are explored in the Talent Management in the LGPS Guide.
If you have any questions about the guide, please contact membership@plsa.co.uk

